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I FRONTISPIECE :_
EARTHLASER BEACONPHOTOGRAPH '_
I The earth laser beacon is the bright green area at the center of _
the circle, nerr the vertex of the two green runways. The photograph should
I be viewed with the spiral bindings at the top so that the effects of obliquity ;are minimized. The Washington, DC and Capitol areas are then visible at the i
upper left of the page, as are the four bridges crossing the Potomac River
I from Arlington, Virginia. Andrews Air Force Base is at the left edge of the
page. Baltimore,Maryland is at the right of the photograph, and the
I Chesapeake Bay Bridge is just visible at the bottom of the photograph, about
two inches from the right edge. The two bridges crossing the inlet just to
I the left of the Bay Bridge are near Annapolis, Maryland and the U.S. Naval
Academy. A great deal of the brilliancy of the earth laser beacon has been
I lost in the printing of the paper copy.
The laser power for this photograph was 5 watts; the wavelength
I °was 5145 A. The approximate area covered by the beacon on this occasion is
230 meters by 190 meters. The range to the spacecraft was 620 kilometers,
I and the spacecraft elevation was 44 degrees above the horizon. Spacecraft
location was to the east, over the Atlantic Ocean. _
I Further discussion of this image, as well as an additional I
i enlargement o£ the frame, is found in the third section of the report.
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I 1. INTRODUCTIONand SU_bRY
" | During the Skylab 3 and 4 missions the Skylab spacecraft was
. | illuminated by a low power argon ion and dye laser. The objectives of this
earth laser beacon experiment were twofold: (1) to investigate the usefulness
I of low power lasers as terrestial "artificial stars" for visual navigation,
_ spacecraft control, 9ud aiming of manually directed scientific instruments; !
, i
I . and, (2) to examine the utility of such lasers as spatial, spectral and
photometric standards for earth sensing instruments, i
The earth laser beacon was studied visually by the astronauts. In
I addition, they collected 35 mmhand-held color photographs of the beacon.TWelve pho ographs were obtained on Skylab 4 and tw on Skylab 5. The laser
power was varied from 0.95 watts to 5 watts, although on one occasion the power
! ,was raisea to I0 watt_ and the mode of operation changed from continuous toQ •
pulsed. Laser _avelength ranged from 4800 A to 6250 A. Full angle divergence
I of the beacon was about 2 mrad. ,_
I The purposes o£ the present program were to analyze the imagery icollected during the Skylab missions and to evaluate the utility of beacon lasers
as terrestial "artificial stars" and instrt_nentstandards. Analyses of the im-
i iagery have revealed two unusual features of the earth laser beacon.
I The beacon, even though of a low power (_ 1 watt), is considerably _
brighter than any other terrain feature. Simple computations indicate that the
I irradiance at the spacecraft from a one watt beacon should be an order of mag-
nitude greater th_n a 10% Lambertian terrain reflector.+ This brightness anomaly
I was observed on the imagery, with the brightest regions of the beacon imageabout five to ten times brighter than the surrounding terrain, and the darkest
regions of the beacon about twice as bright as the surroundings.The beacon is
I readily visible on imagery at a distancs in excess of 1500 km (900 miles). The
power level for this particular image was but 0.95 watts. The only otheri
I recoznlzable features on the image are large scale geographic elements. The
astronauts readily detected the beacon and described it as radiating "like a
| - _ L2ì¼ AppendixA. 1
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; I neon light that's on in the daytime.', With the aid o£ binoculars the
astronauts were able to track a one watt beacon to a distance in excess of
2500 km (1500 miles).
fhe second _nusual feature of the beacon was its large size.
Since the beacon was a point source, the beacon was expected t_ cover an area
of about one resolution element. Such an effect was approached o_ly at ex-
_ treme ranges (in excess of 800 km) at which the resolution began to approach
the size of the beaco.. The typical beacon extended over about 5 resolution
I areas with a characteristicdimension of about 200 m. The beacon always ex-hibited a brig t centra_ core which was about one resolution element in area
and which contained about one-half of the total energy of the beacon. The
I shape of the beacon ranged from almost circular to elliptical, with eccentri-
cities in excess of 2. _
"_ I The observed size of the beacon was greater than expected_ Considera-
tion of the scales and symmetries of the problem indicates that the cause of
_ I the phenomenon is not instrumental but is due to an atmospheric effect. Thes -,
possible causes include multiple, small-angleforward scattering,and scatter-
I ing at very high altitudes (_ 80 km).
The observed beacon spreading has impllcations for remote sensing
I studies which require accurate measurement of atmo3pheric flare. It is well
known that the degree of atmospheric flare is dependent pen terrain albedo.
I Measurements and models of atmospheric flare usually assume uniformity of flareover a region of terrain. If effects of target al_edo on local flare conditions
can extend over a scale of 200 meters, then flare variations due to target
I albedos cmA be important in studies of complex targets where such target bright-
ness variations do occur.
I Subsequent sections of this report discuss the experimentalpro-
cedures, the imagery collected, data analyses and study conclusions.
I 2 :
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2. DESCRIPTIONOF EXPERIMENT _
i
Facility (GORF), approximately 20 km northeast of Washington, D.C. The beacon
im wa, a DC-operated argon ion laser desired for i00 watts, multilin3, multi-| transverse mode continuo_ output. Because of the multitransve'tsemode of
i m operation, the output p_er w_ essentially _iform across the output beam.
m The argon ion w_ also utilized to pump a Coherent Radiation _del 490 jet
i stream dye laser to obtain the yellow/red wavelengths. Imagery was obtained
I_ at continuous power levels that ranged from 0,95 watts to 3 watts. On one
&
orbit the argon laser was operated in a pulse mode at I0 w tts. The sp ce-
m craft was illLu_nated with only one wavelength at a time, and successful
imagery was collected at 5145 _, 5800 _, 5900 _, _td 6250 _. The shape o£
the laser output was either circular or elliptical-rectangularas depicted
in Figure 2.1. The laser was linearly polarized, with the direction of polari-
zation varying with aiming direction.!
U The Skylab satellite was tracked using a coelostat located in a 16-foot! diameter dome perched atop a 25-foot high concrete block tower (Figure 2.2).
_ Mirrors send the laser light up to the coelostat mount, which is driven by DC
I torque motors controlled by a Honeywell 516 General Purpose Computer. A guide
telescope is mounted on the coelostat and boresighted to the laser beam (Figure
2.5}. The satellite was always visible on the guide telescope when the satel-
I lite was illuminated by the earth laser beacon. A schematic of the earth laser
beacon system is presented in Figure 2.4.
m Typical beacon divergence was about 2 mrad (full angle}. Since the
I range to the spacecraft was usually about 700 km, the beam diameter at the
satellite was about 1.4 kin. Pointing accura.y_was +0.1 mrad, or +70 m at
I 700 kin. The laser was always pointed directly at the s_acecraft.
Figure 2.S contains a d_agram of the location of the laser at the
I Beltsville Airport on the U.S. Department of Agriculture Research Center. An
oblique photograph of the experiment station and airfield is contained in
I Figure 2.6. The runways are old asphalt bounded by cleared grassy areas.Coniferous trees border the runways. The laser is situated a perpendicular
i distance of 370 m from the west end of the 8-26 runway, and about 800 m from
3
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Fig. 2.1 Photographsof the output of the earth laser
I beacon. The wavelengths of _he various beamsare: 8 - 5800 A; 12 - 5900 A; 24 - 5145 _;
and, 55 - 4880 _. Each small square corres-
i , ponds to 0.5 minutes of arc.
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Fig. 2.3 The coelostat and guide telescope _f the
_ i earth laser beacon.
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[ Fig. 2.4 A pictorial diagr_ of the earth laser oeacon
: _ ii system.
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I Figure 2.5 LOCATION OF THE EARTH LASER BEACON
AT THE BELTSVILLE AIRPORT.
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!. Fig. 2.6 Oblique photograph of the Goddard Optical !
'i:: I Research Facility. The vertex of the runways ,.{
_:. at the Beltsville Airport is in the background. ';
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the vertex of t',etwo runways. The size of the building area at the experimentstation is about 125 m by 50 m. The bare soil areas are bout 125 m from th
laser. The soils are reddish clay. The runways are about 1600 m long, includ-.
ing overrun _reas. The width of the runway and boundary varies considerably,
with typical size about 175 m.
I
Unfortunately the Skylabsatellite did not pass directly over the
I experiment station. The typical elevation angle to the satellite was about
! 45°, with a slant range of 700 km. _ertical Skylab altitude was 430 km.)
Experimental data were obtained for slant ranges between 550 km and 2300 km,and correspondingelevation angles between 51° and 18°. Azimuth l directions
to the satellite varied considerably.
Imagery of the earth laser beacon was taken from the Skylab satellite
using a hand-held Nikon camera configured with a 500 nunlens. S0568 color film
_ was used. This film is essentially Ektachrome MS2448 on a thinner base. Ex-
posures were typically 1/500 sec or 1/250 sec at f4.S-f8. The satellite track
, necessitated oblique imagery, usually through the wardroom window. Image
| motion at 1/500 sec was about 15 m.
!)
Unlike the SI90A and SI90B experiments, control step wedges for the
I film in the Nikon camera did not accompany the film in the spacecraft but were
instead kept at Houston. Radiation dosage in the spacecraft was recorded, and
t film test strips which were subsequently subjected to radiation were processed
to establish radiation effects. Thus density corrections for radiation dosage
m could be made for the original film step wedges. Radiation effects occur
principally at higher film densities, and fortunately the majority of the den-
i sities studied were below the density range affected by radiation.
The original imagery and control wedges were copied by a contact
i printing process onto Ektachrome R5389 film (a neutral color balance, 1.0
gamma film). The 5389 copy imagery was used for data analysis. Comparisons
were made between selected frames of the original and copy imagery, and these
studies indicated almost no detectable difference in useful image properties
|
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between the original and duplicate imagery. Film densities on the original and
I duplicate imagery also agreed closely. Film gama on the original imagery was
about 2.0 at a density of 1.5, 1.5 at a density of 1.O, and 0.7 at a density
I of 0.5. The stated values of film gamma are representative of all three film ilayers.
I Qualitative analyses of the copy imagery yielded a resolution estimate
of about 20 lines/mm for the entire imaging system (camera, spacecraft window,
atmosphere, films, and copy process). Twenty lines/mm at a slant range of 700
km corresponds to a resolution of I00 m. It should be emphasized that the 20 _
line/_'n figure is an order of magnitude estimate only, and that this number
should vary considerably with parameters such as target contrast.
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_- I 3. DESCRIPTION OF IMAGERY :_
During Skylab 4 twelve photographs of the earth laser beacon were
<
obtained on six dates between 1 December 1974 and 30 January 1975. Two photo-
| graphs of the beacon were obtained on the Skylab 5 mission. Table 3.i contains
a listing of the Skylab 4 photographs, together with date, laser parameters,
I and qualitative image description. The beacon typically appears as a bright, !
highly colored spot (blue, green, orange), either ciccular, egg-shaped, or
I highly elliptical. The beacon is quite visible on the imagery, even at slant _i
ranges at which only large scale terrain features are recognizable. On
O
Frame I0 (29 January, 0.95 watts,6250 A ) the beacon is visible at a range iI •; of 1500 km. The astronauts were able to track the beacon visually to a slant
_ range in excess of 2300 km during the 30 January experiment.
Seven of the Skylab 3 and 4 frames are reproduced within this
.... report as either a full frame enlargement to 8 x i0 :ormat, Fartial frame en-
largement to 8 x I0 format, or both full and partial frame enlargements. The
photographs so reproduced are frames 4,6,7,11 and 12 of the Skylab 4 imagery,
_!_, and both Skylab 5 frames, i
In viewing the imagery the reader should remember that the imagery
_ I is oblique, with typicalo tilt angle (complement of the elevation angle to
_ spacecraft) of 45 . On such an image th_ scale is not constant. Along the
I principal line of the photograph (direction of tilt), the scale varies as the ]
cosine squared of the tilt angle; in a uirection perpendicular to the princi-
I pal line the scale varies as the cosine of the tilt angle. A more detaileddiscussion of these effects can be found in Appendix B, The important point
to remember, however, is that distances and angles between lines will be dis-
i to, ted by the gecmetry of the photograph.
I
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• I There is a marked loss _f vividness between the original transpar-
t, encies and the paper prints of the report. The laser is brighter and more
I detectable on the transparencies. The astronauts made a similar comment
_, relative to their visual observations during the Skylab experiment and the
_ I photographs they were shown during the experiment debriefings, i
_ Photographs for the report have been selected to provide a
I representative sample of wavelength, power, and beacon shape and size. The
:, two Skylab 3 photographs are incl,'ded because they represent the largest
: I beacons observed; because they increase the temporal data base for the, phen menon; and because of their similarity to Fr mes 11 and 12 of t
: Skylab 4 mission. Frames 4 and 6 portray data on successive days from almost
I the same spacecraft location, with only a change of atmospheric visibility
; and laser power. Frame 7 is the best example of beacon data in terms of ex-
I posure and resolution. Frames 11 and 12 are successive frames on the same or-
bit whose object space diT,mnsions and orientation remain constant in spite of
I a 40% increase in range to spacecraft. Data analysis of the frames is c a-rained in Section 4.
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: _ _ Figure 3.I Full Fr_e Enlargement - Skylab S, Frame B|
_ 4 September 1973
2. S wattsI °5145 A
_ • This is the second of two fr_es obtained on the Skylab 3 pass.
_ I Slant range to the spacecraft is 745 km; the elevation angle is 36°. The
beacon is 550 m long by 190 meters wide, and is the largest beacon observed
I during the experiment. Note the clouds to the east over the Chesapeake Bay,5
and the haze near _drews AFB. Sensitometry was not available for this _ame.
I We estimate, however, that the beacon is five times brighter than the surround
in the green film band, and ten times brighter in the blue. The red layer is
not exposed by the beacon. _ enlargement of this fr_e is contained in
I Figure 5.2.!
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I Figure 3.2 Partial Frame Enlargement - Skylab 3, Frame B
_ 4 September 1973
_, 2.5 wattsI o5145 A
I The fibre is a 2.5x enlargement of a portion of Figure 3,1.
Total enlargement from the original is about 17x. The beacon appears as a
i long, thin pencil, very _imilar in appearance to the beacons of Frames O,ll
t and 12 of the Skylab 4 mission. Microdensitometry of the blue and green film
layers indicates that the beam center is close to the center of the pencil.
_ The visual impression that the laser is brightest at one end is caused by the
red layer of the film, which is not sensitized by the beacon. Maximu,n
! _ brightness in the red layer is at the dpper end of the beacon.
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Figure 3.3 Partial Frame Enlargement - Skylab 3, Frame A
4 September 1973
_ 2.5 watts
_' _ 5145 A
_ The figure is a 17x enlargement of the frame just preceding
_; Frame B of Fibres 3.1 and 3.2. Range to spacecraft is 755 km; elevation
angle is 35 °. The beacon is more diffuse than Frame A, being 500 m by 200 m
i_ size. Microdensitometry was not performed on this frame. Note that the
_ long axis of the beacon coincides almost exactly with that of Frame A.
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,i _.igure 3.4 Partial Frame Enlargement - Frame 4
3 December 1974
_: 3 Watts '
_. 5i45 _ ',
I'
_ °- The figure is a 3 x enlargement of the Frontispiece. ,:
.._ Total enlargement from the original is 20 x. The beacon consists _f a white
central area together with a green outer ring. This is one of the beacon ,_
; frames which was overexposed. A properly exposed beacon would be blue-green. 4
The distortion of the angle between the runways because of obliquity }
1 is evident. The coniferous trees bordering the runway are visible as is the
_, soil area between the laser and the runway vertex.
, _ The beacon covers an area 230 m x 190 m, with the dimensions on the
original film l15_x 9_. The size is equivalent to 3.4 resolution areas.
_,:. The white inner circle is about 35_ in diameter.
'I_ I 26
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: Figure 3.5 Full Frame Enlargement - Frame 6 ?
} ,_ 4 December 1974 ,
_ i watto
5145 A
! [i This photograph was taken from almost the same point in :pace as
Frame 4 of the Frontispiece. The range to the spacecraft is 630km, and the
i elevation angle is 43 °. The laser power has been decreased to 1 watt from
- the 3 watt level of Frame 4. Atmospheric haze is much more prominent in this
figure. Compare, for example, the visibility of the Capitol area and thebridges across the Potomac River on this figure and the Frontispiece. The
beacon is now elongated, with dimensions 360m by 160m. The direction of
elongation is vel'y close to the direction to the spacecraft. The enlargement
is 6.8x.
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: Figure 3.6 Full Frame Enlargement - Frame 7
i 27 January 1975
" I.8 Watts
O
I 5900 A
The spacecraft is at a range of 640 km, with an elevation angle
_'i _ of 42°. The size of the beacon is almost egg shaped, with dimensions 280 m
by 160 m. The direction of the elongation is almcst ortb_onal to the direc-
}i .tion of the spacecraft The enlargement from the original is 6.8x. Thei .j
beacon covers an area 560 m x 160 m, equivalent to 4.1 resolution areas.
[i Dimensions on the original film are175/_L x 7_.
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Figure 5.7 Partial Frame Enlargement - Frame 7
I 27 January 1975
1.8 Watts
I s9oo
I Tctal enlargement from the original is 20 x. The enlargement from
Figure 3.6 is 3 x.
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r._' Figure 5.8 Full Fr_e Enlargement - Frame ii i
' SG January 1975
iwatt ,_
" i_' 5800 A
i_ Frame II contains the largest beacon obse_ed on Skylab 4. The
' I spacecraft here is closer than on an; other frame - with range 550 km and
c elevation 51°. The spacecraft is to the north of the Beltsville Airport.L Th image is best ob e_ed with the spiral binding ld to the left. The
_, long axis of the beacon is at an acute angle to the direction to the space-
_ craft. The orange-red spot appears 570 m x 170 m in the red film layer,
and 290 m x 140 m in the green film layer. The beacon is a brighter orange-
_ red on the original imagery.
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IFigure 3.9 Partial Frame Enlargement - Frame II
I 30 January 1975I watt
o
I 5800 A
The beacon is enlarged 3 x from Figure 3.8, and 20 x from the original.
I The orange-red tone of the beacon is not as vivid as the original, but is
more representative than the tone of Figure 3.8. i
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Figure 3.10 Full Frame Enlargement - Frame 12
_: I 30 January 1975
l: I watto
i Frame 12 was taken immediately after Frame Ii (Figures 5.B and 3.9) ;
The range to the spacecraft has increased by 40%, to 780km, with elevation _I angle now 34 °. The beacon remains an orange-red ellipse. The major axis of _
the ellipse is now almost orthogonal to the direction to the spacecraft, and
I is aligned closely with the major axis of the bed, con of Frame 1l. The size
of the beacon is 330m by 190m in the red layer, and 310m x 140m in the green
I ayer. These dimensions correspond well to the beacon dimensions of Frame 11.
Frames 11 and 12 are one of the three sets of sequential imagery which were
I analyzed.
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• I 4. DATA ANALYSIS !
The spatial extent of the beacon and the radiance distribution
within the beam were defined by photometric analysis of the beacon imagery.
The procedure involved the generation of enlargement separations of appropri-
ate film layers, densitometry of the Beltsville Airport area on the enlarge-
I ment separations, and removal of exposure effects caused by atmospheric flare i
and underlying terrain) -3 "
_i I A Nikon copy camera was used to make 20x enlargement separations of
• _i the red and green layers of the imagery. Wratten 90 series filters were used -i
©.
_ for the separation process. The enlargement camera configuration (camera, }
_- light table) had previously been checked for format uniformity and degree of
:_ • •flare 1 To minimize flare effects, the film Step wedge was copied with the i_
!
enlargement camera and processed with the separations. Any extraneous flare
? introduced by the enlargement camera was thus incorporated into the D-log E
curve and removed in the subsequent data reduction. Separations were also
! made at an enlargement of 400x, however only the 20x enlargement set was used| for the final data reduction.
, The 20x enlargements were studied on a color analyzer, essentially
a device which displays densities in a color encoded form on a color monitor.
• All areas of a scene within a specified density range are encoded in a single '_
L
;' I color by such a device. The color analyzer thus simplifies the densitometric .:_
analyses of complex scenes by presenting the density patterns in a visual
! I format.
,: Figure 4.1, for example, depict_ the energy distribution for the
i:I red layer of Frame 12. The ordering of colors in terms of increasing ex-
_ posure or energy is: yellow, light blue, green, orange, pink, violet, red i
and dark blue. This ordering is true for all figures in the report, althcugh
I all colors do not appear in each example.
I
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FiN The exposure data of Figure 4.1 must be corrected for the exposure
_ m contributionsdue to atmospheric fl_re and terrain elements within the beacon
m image. Because the resolution of the imagery was only lOOm, it was not
<
_' possible to use analyses of scene shadow areas to measure the atmospheric
I flarel'_he, exposure of large bodies of water was therefore utilized as an
estimate of the atmospheric flare. Such an estimate is quite good in the red
spectral band where the reflectance of clear water is about 1% or less_ The
error increases in the green band due to the increased reflectance of water
m in the green and the greater proportion of surface-reflected skylight|
._ radiance.
m The exposure caused by atmospheric flare on Skylab imagery is quite
high (of the order of a 10% reflector) and hence the estimate of flare from
m
l exposures of bodies of water should be satisfactory_ In fact, the largest
error in the _easurement is probably caused by the necessity of using bodiesm
_ of water about 20km distant from the beacon. Atmospheric variations may be
m expected to occur over this scale of distance.
_"_ Ideally, successive frames of imagery with the beacon on and off <
I would permit an accurate definition of the extent of the beacon and its rad-
iance distribution by a subtractive image process. Unfortunately such imagery
I not available, of the 6oddard Research film
was Study Optical Facility on
layers not sensitized by the beacon indicates that the Facility covers an
I area of one resolution element (the actual facility dimensions are 50m x
12Sm), with total exposure about 1.2 times that of the surrounding terrain.
I Definition of the beacon extent was therefore based on patterns of unusuallyhigh radiance. Estimate cf background terrain exposure was based on the
largest exposure value found on the periphery of the beacon.| iFigure 4.1 is discussed as an example of the analyses conducted.The beacon boundary is defined to be the outside of the orange ring. The
I largest background terrain exposure is that of the green encoding, which
has an exposure of 20 units [after subtraction of the measured atmospheric
I of The corrected values of the four
flare of 1S units exposure]. exposure
I 41
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beacon regions - orange, pink, violet and red - are thus I0, 50, 75 and 255
exposure units, respectively.
The central spot is 15 times brlghter than the background terrain, !
i and the outermost region of the _eacon has a radiance almost equal to that :
of the background. The beacon size is 150p x 75_ on the original film, or :i
550m x 190m after scaling. About 70% of the total energy in the beacon is , ,i
l within the central resolution element area.
i The energy distribution of the beacon of Figure 4.1 is characteris_ "tic of all the b acons studied. In gen ral, about 50% of the total energy •
of the beacon is within the central resolution area; the central portion of
I the beacon is about 5-i0 times brighter than the background terrain; and,
L
the outermost region of the beacon has energy about equal to that of the
I background.
The brightness difference between the central portion of the beacon
I and the background terrain can be compared with the brightness difference
expected - although some care must be taken. The beam power pattern is not
I uniform, and atmospheric turbulence fluctuations will change the portion of
the beam power pattern illuminating the spacecraft. The scale of the turbu-
I lence effects is of order 0.i mrad, and an angular change of this magnitudecan modify the beam power significantly (cf.Fig. 2.1).
' Nevertheless, the direct beam power is in reasonable agreement with i
the calculation that a 1 watt beacon should be about thirty times brighter
e,- than a 10% terrain reflector. The central region of the beacon is 13 times
_ brighter than the background. Some of the laser energy has also sensitized
• the green film layer, where the central region is three times brighter than
! °
_! the background. The sensitivity of the green film layer to 5800 A Jllumina-
tion is less than the average sensitivity of the green film layer.*
• It is interesting to note that the total beacon exposure in the green is
0.28 time_ the total beacon exposure in the red. The green band of the film
I is 0.33 times less sensitive to 5800 A lilumination than the red band, in goodcorrespondence with the measured value of 0.28.
!'. ! 42
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Figure 4.1 (Upper Frame) Color Encoding _;
._ Frame 12-Red Band
_' i watt :.
I 5800 A
780 km range3
t ;
"_: I The original photograph is contained in Figure 3.10. The colors _'_
_' in order of increasing energy are yellow, light blue, green, orange, pink, ::
I violet and dark blue. The colors from yellow to red may be traced sequen- ]tially from the outside of the beacon to the center of the beacon.
'; Atmospheric flare exposure is 15 units. The exposure values
._ after removal of atmospheric flare exposure are tabulated below. The beacon :
i is defined to extend from the red _.hrough the orange areas. The exposure of :
the green encoding, 20 units, is utilized as the background exposure in the
_" I area of the beacon. The exposure due to the laser frown the red to orange
areas is therefore 235, 75, 30 and 10 units.
The central resolution area contains about 70% of the tot_l
i I energy in the beacon. The central portion of the beacon is about 10 times
brighter than the surround, and the o,.ter regions are of the same brightness
'-| as the surround The beacon size is 13_ x 75_ on the original and 330 m
x i90 m in object space. The beacon extends over 4 resolutio_ areas and has
_ I an eccentricity of 1.7. :,
I Exposures (Atmospheric Flare Removed)
_ Yellow 5
Light Blue 10
Green 20
_1 Orange 30
_ Pink 50
_ Violet 95
I Red 255
! j
I
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It
Figure 4.2 (Lower Frame) Color Encoding
I: Frame 12-Green Band ,?
i watt
o
I 5800 A -_7 0 km range :_
Atmospheric exposure is 18 units. The exposure values after re- ii
moval of atmospheric effects are tabulated below. Background exposure in
_ the area of the beacon is taken to be the orange level (16 units). The! beacon consists of two regions - violet and pink, with corrected exposures
of 46 and 13 units.
.i;i I Approximately 50% of the beacon energy is the central resolution '
_: I area. The central portion of the beacon is about 3 times brighter than the: surround. (The green film layer is 33% le s sensitive to 5800 A illumi ation
i than the red film layer; in addition, the reflectance of the surround is
higher in the green than in the red).
S
The size of the beacon is 120_ x 55_, or 310 m x 140 m.
The beacon extends over 3 resolution areas, and has an eccentricity of 2.2.
"i
Ex_sures (Atmospheric Flare Removed) -}
L Green 8
', _ Orange 16
_ Pink 29
_- Violet 62
i_
5
C
lu f
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1976009330-050
!
I
I Figures 4.2 to 4.7 contain additional displays of the beacon
densitometry. Table 4.1 contains a summary of key beacon parameters: namely,
; i date, range, power, wavelength, size, and radiance distribution. The two
SL-3 frames, as well as the eight SL-4 frames which were analyzed in detail,!
I are included in the table.
Frames 4 to 6 form a set of data taken on successive days. The
! I spacecraft was in practically the same location for frames 4 and 6. No i
significant change in beacon size occurs between frames 4 and 5, although '
I the beacon of frame 6 is about 25% larger than those of the previous day.; Examination of frames 4 and 6 (Frontispiece and Fig. 3.5) shows that much more
haze is prevalent on Frame 6.
I The beacon in frame 6 is also elliptical as are the beacons in
I frames 7,11,12 and the two SL-3 frames.Frames 7 and 8 are successive frames on the same pass, as are
I frames 11 and 12 and the two SL-3 frames. Ellipticity occurs on the firstphotograph of all three sets, and is r tained on the second frame of two
_ of the three passes. Ellipticity does not occur on frame 8, although here
I the range has increased to _e point where the shape can be lost due to
_ resolution size.
e;
_ The ellipses are oriented randomly with respect to camera format
t' and external geometry (such as direction to spacecraft, or local terrain).
_' l The ellipses, however, remain fixed relative to a ground coordinate system
_ between frames 11 and 12, and between the two SL-3 frames. The eccentricities
range from 1.7 to 5.2.
?.
j The two SL-3 frames contain the largest beacons observed with the
i! I major dimension approximately 500m. One of the SL-3 beacons (frame B) is _i
I strikingly similar in shape to frames 11 and 12. Significant atmosphericvariations near the GORF are visible on both SL-3 frames. Range to spacecraft i
i was about 750km for both SL-3 frames. Densitometry of frame B indicates
that the brightest portion of the beam is in the center of the ellipse.
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;:, Figure 4.3 (Upper Frame) Color Encoding
_ I Frame ll-Red Band
?' I watt
!I 550 km range
i The original imagery of Frame 11 is reproduced in Figures 3.8 ;and 3.9. Frame 11 was obtained on the same orbit as Frame 12, but at much
i_ closer range (550 km vs 780 kin). Atmospheric flare exposure is 10 units. :
_ Much of the background is not encoded because of the dynamic range of the ,
_ encoding device. The color encoding is tabulated below.
_" The beacon extends through the light blue region. Background _
[, exposure is that of the yellow level. The beacon energy from violet to light
_ blue is 95, 50, 30, 15 and 10 units. The central resolution area contains
_ I 35% of the beacon energy. The central portion of the beacon is 10 times (
brighter than the background. The beacon size is 20_ x 9_ , or 370 m
I x 170 m. The beacon extends over 7.2 resolution areas, and has eccentricity :i 2.2. _
i_' The total area of this beacon (in object space) is within 5% ._
: I of that of Frame 12 (Figure 4.1), and the central portion of the beam has a
brightness relative to the background almost identical to that of Frame 12. :
| "
,i
'_ Exposures (Atmospheric Flare Removed)
I Yellow I0
Light Blue 20
"' I Green 25 ,})
Orange 40
_ I
:,.. Pink 60
_, Violet i05
_, 7
,
't
k
1
t ?
" I 48 _(
I
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i! Figure 4.4 (Lower Frame) Color Encoding _
_i _.... 11-c,_,n Band 'i_
h
I I watt ,_:5800 A
_'_ 550 km range
Atmospheric exposure is I0 units. The beacon extends over the :1
pink, orange and green areas. Background exposure "is that of the blue region, _
I Ii units. Bea on exposures from pink to green are 26, 13 and 5 units. !
-I
Approximately 55% of the beacon energy is in the central resolution '_
i area. The central part of the beacon is 2.5 times brighter than the sur-
9: round. The beacon size is 16_ x 75_ , or 290 m x 140 m. The beacon ex- c
tends over 4.7 resolution areas, with eccentricity 2.1.
: The total area of the beacon is within 5% of that of Frame 12,
Figure 4.2. The brightness of the central region relative to the background
is almost identical to that of Frame 12. The eccentricity also corresponds
| "to that of Frame 12.
* 1 Exposures _Atmospheric _'!a,re Removed) "i
:i Yel low 7
:, Light Blue ii
Green 16
_ I Orange 24 ,,!Pink 37 l
1976009330-054
1976009330-055
i _ 1 1 1 f 1
i_i I Figure 4 5 (Upper Frame) Color Encoding
Copies of Frame 4 are contained in the Frontispiece and Figure 3.4.
I I Unfortunately, the frame is overe_osed iu the center oS the beam, and accu-
rate sensitometry is not possible. The background is not encoded, because
of the lack of dynamic range of the encoding device. Definition of the
beacon extent is difficult on this figure. From study of Figure 3.4, the
.! beacon most probably extends through the light blue area. The size of thei beacon is then 115_ x 95_ , or 250 m by 190 m. The beacon extends over 4.4resolution areas, w;th an eccentricity of about 1.2.
i_ I Sensitometry was possible cn the next frame of this orbit, Frame 5
(range 710 _. The results are included for comparison with Figure 4.6
I below. About 50_ of the total energy was in the central resolution area,
_ with the brightest area of the beacon 3 times the background. The beacon
;_ I size w_s 105_ x 95_ , or 250 m x 230 m. The beacon extends over 4.4 resolu-
i_ cion areas, with an eccentricity of 1.1.
!
?
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Y' _ I Fibre 4.6 (Lower Fr_e) Color Encoding
_ Frmne 6-Green Band
i! lw .0:: 5145 A
630 _ range
I The original photograph is reproduced in Fibre 3.5. Atmospheric
m
exposure is i0 _its. Backgro_d exposure is that of the light blue area, 15
• units. The beacon exposures, after co_ection _r background, from pink
through green are 69, 23 and 8 _its.b
_ The central resolution area contains about 60% of the total energy.
• _e brightest region of the beacon is 5 times brighter than the background.
_ I The beacon size is 175_ x 75_ or 360 m x 160 m. The beacon extevds over 5.3
_ resolution areas, and has an eccentricity of 2.3. This beacon is about 50%
, larger than the beacon of Fr_e 4. Fr_es 4 and 6 were taken _om nearly the
_ s_e spacecraft location. The power of Fr_e 6 was decreased to 1 watt, and
|:,', atmospheric haze was much more prevalent on the orbit for Fr_e 6.
I Exposures (AtmosphericFlare Removed)
= C
: !_! I Yellow 8
_" Light Blue 13
_!_i_ Gxeen 21
_,- Orange 36 ;
_ m Pink 82
!
s2 ii
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Fibre 4.7 Color Encoding ._
Fr_e 7-Red Band
_: I 1 watt} o +5900 A
_ I 640 _range _:;
_ The original photograph is contained in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. The }
_ I background is not encoded. The orientation of this fr_e is identical to that -+-_
'_; of Fi_re 3.7-1.e., the _nway vertex is directly above and to the right of _
i the wide end of the beacon. The background exposure is 3.5 units. Atmospher-ic exposure is 4.0 units. The exposures of the beacon from pink to yeall w _+:
after removal of background are ii, 8.S, 6, 4 and 2.5.
,+
c Forty percent of the energy is in the central resolution element, +_
I +and the brightest region of the beacon is 3 times brighter than the back- )
ground. The size of the beacon is 135v x 75V , or 280 m x 160 m. The
I beacon extends over 4. i resolution areas, and has an eccentricity of about1.8.
The green layer is not exposed by the 5900 A wavelength. Study of !
the laser site in this band reveals an exposure between 10 and 2G_ larger
than the backgro_d surround of the site. i
, Exposures (Atmospheric Exposure Removed)
+1 +i_, Yel low 6.0
_: Light Blue 7.5 +
!1 Orange 12.0
!1 Pink 14.5
+!l
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I The principal features of the beacon imagery observed above are as
i follows. The typical beacon extends over 4.5 resolution areas with an averagedimension on the fi!m of 110_. About one-half of the beacon energy is con-
tained within the central resolution area of the beacon. Six of the fourteen
I beacon images are elliptical; the average eccentricity of the ellipses is
: about two. The ellipses are oriented randomly with respect to internal
_= I camera parameters, but remain fixed relative to a ground coordinate system on
_ frmaes of the same orbit. The ellipses are oriented randomly relative to
I a ground cc_rdinate system on different dates. The film plane dimensions of
• _ the beacon decrease on successive frames as range to the spacecraft increases;
_ I however, the object space dimensions of the beacon remain uniform as the scalechange wi range is ac ounted f r. Some correlation betwee beacon size and :
? atmospheric clarity appears to exist.
| We have been unable to explain these observations on the basis of _:
instrumental effects within the camera or film. The beacon phenomena would
|, therefore appear to lie within the atmosphere, possibly in some form of a :
multiple scattering _fect.
: Some of the beacon size is undoubtedly due to a blooming or emulsion
:_ scattering effect. However, under equivalent laser power and exposure para-
s: meters an upper bound for film effects will be the difference between the ,.
:_ smallest beacon image observed and the point spread of the system. This
' ' I smallest dimension is of order 60_, only slightly larger than the resolution :i
_ spot size of 50_.
,' :,
" I Film effects due to overexposure or emulsion scattering should also i
i exhibit circular in contrast to the large number of beacon examples
symmetry, 7
i
_ which are strongly elliptical. One might associate the image anisotropy with
emulsion scattering related to polarization (since the beacon was linearly ipolarized). However, the direction of polarization changes with aiming due
to mirror rotation within the coelostat. The ellipses would therefore have _
"t
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_ I to rotate on successive frames of imagery, in direct contrast to the effect
observed on frames ll and 12 and the Skylab S imagery in which the ellipses
_ I remain fixed relative to a ground coordinate system.tl
_. Since all of the beacon images occur within a l.Smm radius of
i I the center of the format, lens aberrations are considered an unlikely cause
_!- of the beacon size. In this region of the format the performance of the lens
_ I should be excellent. Lens aberrations and other camera effects should also
' exhibit symmetry with respect to internal camera geometry. Such symmetry
I was not observed, as witnessed in the random orientation of elliptical images,the fact that both elliptical and circular images were observed, and the con-
: _ stancy of beacon object space parameters between frames of the same orbit.
The final argument against the possibility of instru:.,_ntaleffects
_ is visual observation of the phenomenon by the astronauts On Skylab 3| "Astronauts Bean and Lousma confirmed the beacon size and shape manifested in '_
_' the Skylab 3 imagery. They described the beacon as both a neon tube lying
" |{ in the plane of the earth and as a searchlight coming up through the at-
_ mosphere. Strangely, the photographs were taken by Scientist-Astronaut :
m Garriott who did not verify the beacon size and shape, but described the
:: beacon as only a dot.
L
| In th(s respect the conditions and capabilities of the individual
_ observers must be taken into account. The resolving capability of the eye ist
m between 0.3 mrad and 1.0 mrad, depending upon the contrast of the object, the
physical state of the observer, etc. At the Skylab 3 range of 750km the re-
I solvable object size should therefore be between 200m and 700m. The size of
_; the Skylab 3 beacons were of order 500m by 200m. The discrepancy between
the three observers is thus not unreasonable.
The typical dimensions of the Skylab 4 beacons were about 25Gm by
150m, much closer to the resolving limit of the e)J. The Skylab 4 astronauts| did not confirm an elongation of the beacon, but described the beacon as hay- j
ing size--similar to a christmas tree bulb at a distance of several hundred i
yards. The transcripts of the Skylab 3 and 4 Experiment Debriefings are
contained i_ Appendix C. _
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-- ,._,.: _ We therefore conzlude that the growth of the beacon is due to6 an
: _ atmospheric effect. The prusent experimental data are insufficient to specify
il I the atmospheric phenomenon involved. One possibility would be mult£plescattering within the atmosp._ere; a second possibility would be scattering
_:._ from objects such as noctilucent clouds at heights in the range of 80 km.
a The origin of the beacon spreading cannot be due to atmospheric
,_i fluctuations. The angular sc;les of fluctuation phenomena are less than 0.1
_i. I mrad, and the time scales are less than 200 cycles per second. The time scale ,
,,_i is of too long a period to aff_:ct imagery at 11500 second, and the angular _,
_ T broadening of the beacon (10 mad +) is two orders of magnitude larger thanA
: _ O.1 mrad+
_ We may examine the range of parameters required for multiple forward I
=1"
scattering to cause the beacon growth. The broadening of a beam through an
! optical thickness _ and physical thickness _ is approximately 6 of a
i'
A broadening of about 150m would thus occur for 'U_ 0.1 and )C,_-1km.
: Tr
Some estimate of the particle sizes giving rise to the scattering
_" may be obtained. If we assume that the i0 mrad beam spread is an upper bound
for the size of the forward diffraction peak, then _:
i ' L_ (s-z)
'7
_i where ,_ is particle radius.' Eq. (5-2) yields rt _/3_L. It has been shown that -7
_, "" if 2_17"</_> 30, 40% of the scatter remains within the diffraction cone• Here
_'_ 2_/A _ 560, and loss of scattered energy to non-forward directions is small. _
_ li crystals
_ , Particles with rC_ 30_would be consistent with ice in thin cirrus :/
clouds in the troposphere.I
!_ ]i +A spread of 200m at a slant range of 15kin (10kin vertical heigh* . _V
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_' I A second possibility for the be_ spread _uld be single scatter
from high altitude phenomena such as noctilucent clouds. At an 80km vertical
I height characteristic of such clouds (I12_ slant height), the beacon size
would be of order 25_. A single small angle scatter event would be suf-
I ficient to create the beacon image. The far field patte_ of the beacon, asmodified by atmospheric propagation, would then dete_ine the beacon image
shape. In this regard it may be significant to note that beacons with
I elliptical patte_s always evidence elliptical image shapes; beacons with
circular patterns manifest both circular and elliptical images.
_ Both of the above phenomena are but h_otheses requiring a great
i I deal of additonal investigation. Relatively little is kno_ about noctiiucent
phenomena, including the very existence of such clouds at lower latitudes.
The optical thickness reported would also seem too small to generate the _
degree of scatter required. In the case of multiple scattering one would .
expect a circular s_metry to the broadening. Hence a suitable explanation
I must be found for the origin of the ellipticity of the beacon. Perhaps an-
isotropy of the scattering particles can supply such _u explanation.
,r
f
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
_ We have observed above that the most unique characteristic of the
earth laser beacon is its unusual size. The typical beacon extends over
approximately 4.5 resolution areas, and has a characteristic dimension of200m. An analysis of the scales and symmetries of the experiment indicate
that the cause of the beacon size is atmospheric, although a specific
phenomenon cannot be identified on the basis of currently available data.
The fact that the beacon extends over such a large area enhances its
potential as an artificial "terrestrial star" for visual navigation and aiming
I purposes. The enlarged beacon is more visible than a point beacon. Infact, we would recommend that future experiments consider increasing the
beam divergence for the target acquisition phase of _he experiment, with a
subsequent decrease of beam divergence once the astronauts have sighted the
beacon. The increased initial beam spread would permit eas_er location of
I the the decreased final beam would result in more accurate
beacon; spread
aiming and tracking once the beam has been acquired.
_ I It is also our contention that the increased beacon size has little
J
!i effect on the utility of the beacon as a photometric standard. Identical
',_, propagation effects would modify terrain radiance. Hence, the center of the
t-, beacon could serve as a photometric standard. + In this respect, the use of
_:, several beacons would permit automatic calibration of sensing instruments as ,:,
_ described below.
_'_ A photometric standard is desirable because exposure at the space- -:
,/ craft E, due to terrain reflectance, R, is _
i',, E = c,R+ B (6-1)
_} + Atmospheric fluctuations can cause the power at the spacecraft to vary, if i
/ the far field pattern is not uniform (Figure 2.1). Increased uniformity ii
' '_'! over the beam pattern shoulJ therefore be developed.
|
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" where a is dependent upon atmospheric transmittance and sensor parameters,
and 6 is proportional to atmospheric flare and sensor parameters. Eq. (6-1)
_-_ , holds for a given spectral band. The principal data analysis problem con-
cerns the fact that the values of a and 8 are not known. The use of multiple
i | earth laser beacons should permit determination of a and 6.
!
The earth laser beacon would seem to have maximum utility as a
photometric standard if its output radiance toward the spacecraft wereautomatically modified in direct proportion to changing total irradiance at
the laser site. The modification could be accomplished quite simply using
a cosine collector and photodetector. The system would be remarkably similar
_ to those utilized in underwater relative irradiance meters.
_, The laser radiance would then be equivalent to that of a Lambertian
_: reflector of some reflectance, R . The resultant exposure at the spacecraft
" | would be
, 9"
" I E = aR + B (6-2) "
_:' s S <
i | A set of earth laser beacons with relative power levels, fi ' would allow
" | determination of 8 and a through the set of equations
I Esi = uCf_s ) + B (6-5)
i,
I Such a configurationwould permit automatic calibration and status
monitoring of electronic sensors, since the pixel(s) corresponding to the
I brightest regions of the beacons could be directly integrated into the recording/7
processing scheme.
I Because remote sensing detectors have limited dynamic ranges, a
photometric standard should ideally be of £he same brightness as the targets i
I being studied. Maintaining a brightness for the boacon which is near the iibrightness level of the targets under analysis could make the beacon difficult
I to detect and position within the image. The problem can be resolved if one of,_ the las r li es can be made muc brighter than surrounding ter ain, while the
' _ 61 " "
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L other two lines remain at a lower brightness range. Many earth resource¢
I experiments do not require all channels of information. For example, water
U
4 resource studies using color imagery do not require detailed red layer
i information (an exception would be sediment transport studies). Hence the f
_ • red laser line could be used for detection and positioning by increasing its :
i_: brightness. Similar cormnents can be made about vegetation studies, mineral
resource studies, etc.
_: _ We recommend that additional experiments be conducted to determineV
_ the specific cause _f the beacon spreading. Such experiments could contribute¢
to our current unuerstanding of atmospheric propagation phenomena, and would
I enhance the utility of the beacon as a navigational aid and instrument standard.
Both the ERTS/LANDSATsystems and high altitude aircraft flights should be
I considered _ data collection sources for additional experiments. In defining
_ additional experiments we note that it woulo be hilly desirable to know the
" I altitude(s_ at which the beacon phenomen_ occur, and the relationship of the
spreading to meteorological parameters such as wind direc_ _n, temperature,
i humidity and even time of year.
We would recommend that additional experiments include vertical
i imagery as well as oblique imagery. The relationship, if 8ny, to the degree
of obliquity should be established.
The resolution of the data collection system should be i_aproved,
perhaps to a level equivalent to that of the Sl90B Earth Terrain Camera.
I Successive imagery with the laser on and off should be a prime experimental
consideration. Night imagery would serve a useful purpose.
o, The earth laser beacon is clearly a unique and exciting development
of the space program. The beacon appears useful as both a navigational aid
I and a sensor photometric standard. In addition, the beacon has led us to
question our current understanding of atmospheric propagation phenomena.
Additional effort in this area of basic research could lead to new concepts
and devices in atmospheric probing. We greatly appreciate the opportunity
I to have participated in this interesting program.; {
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APPENDIX A g
RELATIVE LA_-ER POWER .-
The calculation of the relative power between the laser and a
I Lambertian terrain refl_ctor is straightforward. The resulting values of ._
-' the relative power are sufficiently unusual that we reproduce the calcula- i
tion here.
The laser energy striking a detector of area _ is
4PLA
(A-i) '_
_R202 _.
: I where PL = laser power,
R = range to spacecraft, and
I O = full angle beam divergence.
The energy reflected into the detector area from a resolution element
I of Lambertian terrain is
H Aa cos _ cos _ A__ (A-2)
I o _- R2
i _here H --. solar irradiance over the detector bandwidth,
o
A = terrain area corresponding to a resolution element,
a = terrain reflectance,
I @ : reflection angle, and
= solar zenith angle.
I
The relative power, p, between the laser and the terrain element
i is therefore
p = 4PL (A-3)
I aHoA02 cos _ cos kO
_'_"I P_EDINO PAO_BLANKNOTFIt_I_Z) ._"
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The relative brightness is directly proportional to the laser -.
power, and is inversely proportional to terrain brightness, laser divergence
and resolution area of the camera.
Letting PL = I watt,
a = 0.1,
-.2 2 ..
: a = _r = _ (50 m) .
-5
e = 2.5x i0 ,
¢ : 4S° , ..
¢ : 75°, and
H5 : 0.14 watts m-IR- (lOOOR):140 watts ml; :
as typical conditions for the present experiment, we have p : 31.8:30. .
A one-watt, 2.5 mrad divergence beam is thus 30 times brighter than a
terrain element 100 meters in size.
The fact that the imajery was taken early in the morning (solar
zenith angle of 75°, elevation angle of 15°) contriDdtes a factor of 3.9 to p.
Viewing the terrain at 45° adds an additional factor of 1.4. The value of p
for zenith sun and a vertical view of the terrain is p = 5.8. The value of p
for the S190B Earth Terrain Camera would be p = 146 [ zenith sun, vertical
view, 20 m resolution ].
A-2
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_ APPENDIX B
'_' IMAGE RECTIFICATION
t-
._, The scale within an oblique photograph is not constant, but varies
[ I with format position. The scale in a direction orthogonal to the principal
_ line is cos [t+,J
I sx = s (B-l)F v cos ¢
_ where S is vertical scale, t is the tilt angle of the principal axis of the
camera measured from the nadir direction, and _ is the angle between the
" i: film principal point, lens nodal point and format position measured along
i the principal line. The vertical scale is f/H, where f is the camera focal
.i_ length and H is the altitude.
¢, In the direction of the principal line the scale, S , is as
i_ P
k i = c°s2(t+¢) (B-2)Sp Sv 2
_ COS _b
?
For the Nikon camera and 300 mm lens, the angle _ is very small (0<_2°). In
"_ I addition, t is large for the present experiment (_45 °) . The above expressionsi thus simplify to
' )_ I S_ _ Sv cos tf 2 . (B-3)
p v
2 *"
i I The scale along any line at an angle, relative to the principal
line is
i
> ! f Vf2cos20 + sin 2 _, (B-4)!, S=Sv
,_ where f = cos (t+¢) /cos _. Eq. (g-4) can be derived simply as follows.
[ B-1 _ '
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Let the y axis be along the principal line, and the x axis be -_
orthogonal to the principal line. Let upper case letters correspond to the .:
object space, and lower case to the image space. Let L be the object space _:
length of a line at angle _ with respect to the principal line, and w the
: image space length. Then
,2 L2Csin2 "L" = dX2 + d. = . (B-5)
.
2 2 2
By definition, w = x +y ,
' x = S fX, and
v 2
y = S f Y. (B-6)
v
Thus, w2 = S 2f2X2 + S 2f4y2. (B-7)
v v
Letting w= SL, we have
S 2 = Sv2f2[sin2 $ + f2cos2 _]Q.E.D. (B-8)
Eq. (B-4) permits simple rectification of imagery, provided tances
along two orthogonal directions are known. In this case, if $1 is the angle
• relative to the principal line of a line from a reference point to object 1, and
if $2 is corresponding angle of the line from the reference point to object 2,
then _i+_2 = _/2 by construction. The scales along the directions to objects i
: and 2 are
S12 = Sv2f2[f2c°s2 $1 + sin2 $1 ] iL
_ 2f2 [f2sin2 2 '
_. S2" = Sv $I + cos _i]. (B-9) ,_
I
• i!B-2%
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!
I I The parameter f is given by the solution to
! | 2f4s2f2 2 s22_0, c_-I0_"_ Sv + v - (Sl +
_ | _n__,_ oo_=_-__v (B-iI_(f2_1)f2S 2-
- V
I
_' For the earth laser beacon imagery, the distance from the vertex of the runwaysI
i. at the Beltsville Airport to a portion of Andrews AFB, and the distance from
_ I the runway vertex to a settlement west of the Beltsville Airport were used to
establish camera tilt ,_nd location of principal line. These t_'odirections ace
I orthogonal in object space.
i,
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APPENDIX C
I ASTRONAUT DEBRIEFINGS
I
This appendix contains the transcript of the debriefings of the
-- astronauts subsequent to the Skylab 3 and 4 missions. It should be pointed
-- out that the unusual results of the Skylab 3 mission suggested that the
laser had been misaimed. The possibility that the spacecraft was not illumi-
_ nated directly was therefore considered. In this instance, the astronautselm
would have observed only scattered illumination from the beam propagating
T-
:_ _ through the atmosphere.
u_
! Densltometry of the second of the Skylab 5 frames suggests that
Da
the beam was properly aimed for this frame. In this frame the brightest
-- region of the beacon is close to the center of the beacon image. The dis-
_. tributlon of beacon radiance is very similar to the patterns observed on
_. many of the frames of Skylab 4, when the laser did illuminate the space-
I_ craft directly. Densitometry has not been performed on the first Skylab4_
i' 3 image, although the similarity between the shape of this beacon and that
' i l of frame 4, Skylab 4, should be noted.
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i. T053, SKYLAB-EARTH LASER BEACON EXPERIMENT
_ I QUERY The next one was the laser beam.
BEAN The las-.rwas the only thing that I saw during the mission
that had a neon-liff_t look to it. Everything else on the
, !
_ ground was not dull, but flat and not radiating. This
actually radiated like a neon light that's on in the day-.
_ time outside. It has a brilliance to it.
_ I GARRIOTT. Are these 300-millimeter photographs?
r
: _ I QUERY Yes. There was some confusion about that, but I believe
:_' all the photos were 300-millimeter Nikons.
QUERY At first we thought you'd taken some Hasselblad, but I don't
-,|
_ believe you did.
_ I QUI',RY The second set of photos that we blew up we found on the
_._ filmstrip, b_t they didn't come out; they were underexposed.
'.t,, i
/_ If X looked at the records correctly, they were approxi-
:' mately an f/_._ and the others were approximately a f/8.
i:_ They were also blurry so there might have been some move-
r,
'_ merit, although the shutter speed was 1/500 of a second.
| ,,
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C_IOTT If we h_d set the light meter right for the terrain it
should have shown up overexposed. Right?
QUERY Hopefully, although the effect that we get by seeing the
line rather than the spot means that we probably are aimed
slightly off axis. What you're actually seeing is forward
scatter of the beams that comes through the atmosphere.
_ It is the same effect you would get if you looked down the
end of a pencil and tilted it slightly off your line of
sight. If you then projected that back into the plane you
would essentially see a line. That's what you are seeing
there.
QUERY We're aimed slightly off axis. You're not exactly centered
in our beam at this time.
QUERY We see a little bit of the side of the beam as it comes
through the atmosphere.
BEAN You're saying that there's enough scattering in the atmos-
phere that you can see the path of the beam.
QUERY Yes. This is what you see.
BEAN That is probably why we saw those bright points on the beam
,. we reported, because it was somehow intercepting clouds that
3
you couldn't see and things like that.
_ C-4
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It GARRIOTT Is that why you see a line?
QuErY Yes.
I QUERY We suspected the forward scatter as the source of the line.
: _i_,i When you reported multiple spots on the second sighting
"_ _ that was something we wanted to go into a little further.
_i GARRIOTT If scattering in the atmosphere is the correct explanation
_' I than you must be pointed about 45 degrees away, not Just
• _: a couple of degrees away.
_: !_ GARR_OTT Most of the scatter would probably occur within the first
_; 1 kilometer or two. It has to be pretty low altitude scat-
tering for us to see it by eye.
,&
i I
QUERY We would not have predicted seeing scatter before you
I reported it.i,
,,
I GARRIOTT If you were mispointed what would be the maximum error,
a few degrees?
I
QUERY N°, probably less than 30 or 40 arc minutes.
I C_%RRIOTT I see; i degree would be the upper limit.
" I QUERY Yes.
'_ I C-5
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LQUERY I would have suspectea we were off about a degree, but "' ,__
2
possibly we were off more.
QUERY Concerning the relative ease of sighting and its use as a
' beacon, did you have any trouble picking it up? Did you ""
locate the beacon by picking ',p landmarks, or was it Just
there _len you looked out?
GARRIOTT We knew pretty well where Goddard was. The first time I
could see it and these two fellows weren't looking. It
looked like a bright dot. I guess these are the pictures
because I could see it. Then I got the camera out and took
some photographs.
QUERY It should appear as a very bright dot when you are within
the beam. It's approximately a mile in diameter. If you're
within that mile diameter, there should be a spot.
GARRIOTT That's the way it looked, and I'm a little puzziud by the
photograph.
QUERY The only thing we could surmise is that by the time you _
J,
got the camera around, it slipped off the track. We found
out later, after the second sighting, that we had an enco_er _i_,.
problem in the elevation axis. It could have been that as _:,
'o you were coming up in elevation the encoder wasn't coming
up with the shaft.
' f c-6
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"_:_ GARRIOTT The second day, all three of us were looking and AI and
?:_ I Jack saw it, but I never could see it.
_' I LOUSMA The time that I remember seeing it you were looking out. We
_ were going by pretty fast and it was a little cloudy at
- 'C I the time. I really didn't know where to look but I saw
: something that looked different than the rest of the little
_, puffy clouds. It had that shape. I think that's what
I drew my eye to it without my really knowing where to look.
_ QUERY Did it appear to scintillate like stars scintillate? Was
it a fairly constant, nonscintillating source?
_' I BEAN It didn't seem to scintillate, but it had beads along it,
_, or bright points. It didn't appear as a nice line l,ke
I that. It was straight, yet three or four places along ,it
_,_ were bright.
i i{ I QUERY Do you mean a single beam with bright spots along it rather
._, than multiple beams?
:,,., BEAN That's right. It was as a necklace mJght appear.
' /2 QUERY Okay.
: _ QUERY We plan on SL-4 to" attempt to run some experiments with the
!i I VTS system using the beacons as a visual ground-tracking:' source. Do you see any problems in that?
C-7
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BEAN It should be easy to do, "!
" GARRIOTT That will be very bright, won't it? .i
QUERY The brightness increases as the square of the magnification. _! •A
When you zoom into 22 it will be roughly 500 times brighter
than what it is. -_.
QUERY On TO02, we hope to use it as a visual star on the ground iJ
or on the horizon. We also were going to provide other -I :
I
colors, probably very bright red. } _
QUERY One of the things we're planning to do on SL-4 is use the .i
!
sextant to look at the laser and also to get a sight on a -_
T
i
star. There is some doubt in our minds that this can be
accomplished. They will hav_ _nly a short period nf time
to find the laser. They will be going fast and will be
needing some time to sight the star ct the same time. Do .i
you think that will be possible?
_ GARRIOTT Yes, I think it is possible. If he gets all set up, finds
his star before he gets there and knows where the horizon
is, he's ready to be looking fo_ the laser beam. Then he
should be able to do It.
QUERY Will you be able to do half of them in the _aytime?
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i:I QUERY Okay, if we're going to shift now to T053, the Goddard
laser beacon experiment.
, CARR Very interesting.
GIBSON Yes ; it was.
of power and make it visible for 800 or a i000 _iles.
I GIBSON _nat size was the laser?
'i|
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: GIBSON Do you know how large it was when it got out to i000 miles? "
QUERY It was approximately 2000 feet across at the spacecraft.
GIBSON It was that much?
POGUE When you moved the beamp we didn't lose it.
QUERY Yes; we could steer it back and forth, and at times we
steered it off you. The SL-2 crew saw forward scatter of the
beam. It looked llke a typical sesrchlight coming up
: through the a_mosphere. We photographed that effe,'ton
the last mission.
QUERY But for some reason we could not get that effect on your
. mission. The atmosphere is a weird thing to work with.
It does things one ds_, and doesn't do them the next, so
we Just coul_1't duplicate it. We had a fairly unique
situation the day that they saw forward scatter.
POGUE How did you verify forward scatter and the fact that they
kept it in sight while you were steering off?
QUERY We hadn't planned it; it was an accident. It did not
appear as a point on the photograph that they took. Appears
_ as a baseball bat with the lar@e end towards you. At
that period, evidently, we were pointed off the spacecraft 3
or _ degrees _,we haven't figured that out yet. Rather than
:' C-12 _'
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QUERY seeing a very bright point, you saw almost a neon tube in
I (CONT'D) the plane of the Earth, of course. They couldn't see much
: I depth.
POGUE We never saw that[
I
QUERY We trie_ to simulate that. We tried to steer off you a
I known amount to, see if you could see that forward scatter.
: I The moment we steered it off you i degree, you would see
no forward scatter effect at all. These were at higher
I power levels than we had observed the effect on SL-2.
So it's Just a unique case of atmospheric conditions on
: the day that happened to occur, although it did occur
i twice on SL-2.
POGUE Did you know whether or not there were inversions?
QUERY We think that is _ossik_ly :_.r.e of th_ _-ause,because the
one da_, when they saw the neon tube effect, it appeared
S
as a very long line with brightening of the line two or
three places along so that it was essentially passing
I through very thin cloud areas and brightenin_ up at that
point. We see that at night when we are working with thin
_ clouds. As the be_ passes through them, it immediately
_ gets very bright in that location and thpn dims down as it|
_ goes on t,_rough.
I c-is
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"_ARR That must have been atmospheric effect. With us y_.uwere
working in the winter when the air is considerably more
stable with la#er humidity.
GIBSON We never did it at night though, did we?
QUERY We never steered off & known amount at night. We were going
to try that if we had gotten a second night. We did have
one night pass. Why were you not able to see the beam on
a couple of the pass?
CARR The first couple of weeks we were up there, we were
learning how to spot things on the ground and how to
recognize things; I think that's all that was. We probably
weren't looking in the right place.
_UERY Orientstion?
CARR You could see large bodies llke large contlnents, but when
it came to finding the Potomac River the first couple ofL
: times, you really had to work. You gained expertise after
you had been up there for a while.
,[BSON It never really appeared to come right ou% of Goddard.
Where I would put Goddard on the map and where I saw that
cc_ing fro_ were not the _ame.
QUERY It w_s located approximately 4 milc_ from Goddard.
C-14
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CARS He's talking about _0 or 50 miles.
POGUE When I flnally saw it, I remembered significantly shifting
my visual line of si@ht.
_ I CARR On certain days where the lighting was right, Andrews
Jumped right out at you. You could see Andrews and run t
! up the runway.
_ I QUERY Yes; it was due north of Andrews. SL-2 used that as their
guide.
!
CARR Andrew's wasn't available to us as a guide early in the
I mission because the lighting wasn't right to see it. The
hook or knee in the Potomac River was vhat I used.
I
, QUERY Did you have a different concept of its appearance from
the way _t actually appeared? Did you expect to see the
I searchlight effect or did it appear different?
GIBSON I thought I would be able to see the searchlight effect
when it moved off, but i never did.
I CARR I had no preconception at all; I didn't know what to
expect. When it was a plain bright light, I accepted that.
I The brightness with respective backgro_md marginal, no;
i: I particularly with _he green. The green Jumps right out i
'. _ at you. If you're going to use a laser, you should _tart
1976009330-089
"AR_ with _reen for acquisition, and after acquisition, you
shift to a white or a yellow for range.
QUERY You could fn_ow it longer on the yellow, but acquire it
better in the green?
CARR Right. That 1-watt light was 1600 miles.
GIBSON We never had them side by side for comparison. I s_ree
• that the yellow seemed to hang in there much longer than
: anything else. That ma_ have been at_aospheric conditions.
)]JERY We had two passes where we left it on for quite a distance.
._R We had 1600 miles once and then you hit us with a 1-watt
beam and then dropped it back to l/h, which we watched
to approximately 800 miles. Another da_vwe watched a
green to 1200. That's why I concluc • that you could
_ee yellow or white farther than greet. We saw the
yellow/white 1600 miles and the greet., 1200 mile. i could
• not confuse green with random flashes from the ground.
Because we saw many random flashea rrflecti_ns of the
Sun on object on the ground, green is the best color.
:_ POGUE What we are telling you is accurate for the conditions
r
of the flight. Remember at those long ranges we were
_ getting significant radius scattering. That's why we could -
see the orange and yellow longer. *
,: C-16
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i__ GIBSON These were also with binoculars.
POGUE One of them, I saw way out.
__iI I GIBSON Wasn't that a fi_re like 1600 or 1200?
_ CARR That was with binoculars. Bill lost it at 800 or nearly
" i_"I i000.
!_ POGUE It was well beyond 800, because I had to watch it. I
couldn't look at a watch or anything because I had to
::" I keep my eye on it.
: CARR Going for the 8IA to report that you could see it might
:, cause you to lose it.
I ' QUERY What if you had the situation where you were coming over
°_'_I the horizon and you were going to acquire it on the horizon
_ rather than pick it.up and lose it on it? In other words,
: i'_:. a higher spproaeh?
o_ I GIBSON It could be significantly higher unless you knew exactly
:;_ where to look. You could see it if you were pointed right
!!iiI at it with the binoculars.
_ QUERY Was it significantly bright on that one night pass?
C-17
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_ O_E Very bright. That was °a 1/4 watt, if I remember.
QUERY Was the appearance of the beacon itself a very definite
t point source rather than an extended, blurred object?
4
CARR It wasn't a blur but I wouldn't call it a point source
either. It had dimension; it wasn'_ a point.
_:B.'ON If you took a very small Christmas tree bulb and held i_
off at a couple of hundred yards and you were barely able
to see it, to me, that's a point, and that's what I saw.
I didn't see any width across it.
;_. ,-}-;,_,',,_
QUERY Did the beam seem _in_ate?
GIBSON No it was steady.
POGUE We d_d get dropin and dropout but I think that was due to
Intervening cloud layers that we'd pass over.
QD_RY Pos sIbly.
QUERY The one time we used ths flashing beacon, did that aid
acquisition in any w_y? Do you think flashing over a stead_
state might be an aid?
ARR I think so.
• C-18
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!GIBSON What's the flash frequency? I don't recall seeing that.
l
_.: QUERY It'll run you about 2 pps or sctnething like that, 50 per-
i I cent duty cycle,
GIBSON What were you lin_Ited to in terms of total power? Coul_
I you have gone up to i0 watts?
I QUERY Oh, yes ; we could have gone to a I00.
_ I GIBSON If we h _d gotten very far out I wish you would have done
that.
QUERY On one of those passes where you did go quite a ways out,
I I tried to raise the power to about 3 watts to see if you
I could reacqulre without binoculars, and I think there was
a case of time in there. You probably looked away Just
I as I hit the power.
I POGUE We alws_Vshad that middleman.
GIBSON We had s_ awful lot of middlemen in there, and for real-time
I work, that was no0 the way to go.j_We had quite a bit
I of power a,ailable; we Just never used it. We were
trying to pin down the minimal amount of power to dete" .
I mine the typical power level that you'd want to use for
, man,,al acquisition, in case you were going to put together
, E
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GIBSON an operation static. We had the capability for much
(CONT'D)
more power.
/
POGUE Why didn't you Jazz it up at first until you acquire, and
then drop it down?
Q_ERY The first time you did acquire, I think we were running
i0 watts at that time. You know the eyes are a very
: bad photometer in relative brightness between i0 watts
and 3 watt8 or i0 watts and i watt.
CARR They all look the same, as far as I can see, even the
I/4-watt one, as long as I could see, didn't look any
dimmer thm. the i watt. You Just lost it quicker.
QUERY Did acquistion of the beam become easier once you became
accustomed to its appearance?
CARR Yes.
QUERY Did you find you had to locat_ the beacon by finding
: geographical features ?
POGUE You had to be lookin_ in the right area. But a couple of
times when we were having trouble, I used the geographical
features, I thi_k that was one of those low-power passes,
and I use that que.tion-mark-shaped ri_er. I s_ecifical!y
: C-20
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:' ' POGUE remember that I was having trouble that day and I did t,
¢,
I (CONT'D) ",-:_ use it. But, mainly, if you Just looked at the Potomac
': I area and you could locate the beam.
"4 _
GIBSON If you're in the general location, your eyes can Just
: scan and you'll pick it up.
! _. QL%"RY That's the sort of feeling we wanted to get.
CARR We're not being consistent saying that, because by looking
in the general area and scanning at the beginning of the
,!i mission, we were not finding it. It wasn't until we
2
": " I had a geographical location that we could really find i%.
i' POGUE That's how I picked up that one yellow one.
GIBSON If you can let your eyes Just wander around inPide a
• _: I" 5-degree area you have time to pick it up,
1
|• i_ QUERY We had hoped to do some "_i'Son the bea( _n, but didn't
,!
_, get to it. In your experience with VTS, do you think
_"_ something like that would be readily easy to track or
_" I _cquire? It would have been a lot brighter, of course,
; i;' with your VTS system.
CARR I don't think so. I don't think the VTS was any better
"_ i I than the binoculars, really. Bu_ I think it coul_ be
il °°°"
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+QUERY With the zorn effect on your VTS, the beacon would have "'
appeared brighter. When you're out to 22-1/2 power, it
would appear _00 times brighter.
POGUE But I'm afretd that you would have acquired it using the
low magnification. So I don't think that would have ,
helped you actually acquire it, but there is magnification
capability even in a low-power zoom. We were picking up ,,
other things so I don't know why we covl_n't have p_-cked
that up. '
+ QUERY Oks_. Were the binoculars stande*d 750's or were they in •
++,_ some way unique?
:ARR I th_nk they were ?0-power binoculars. They were typical
of sc,,eof the equipment we had. Much better equipment
is available to be used, but we took the "dim store'*
: &
+ variety.
FOGUE We should have aAl had our own pair of binoculars. I'm
farsighted and Jerry's nearsighted, and every time
' each of us used the binoculars, ,,_e'd have t_ refocus them.
QUERY _ould the beacon be useful if you were attewpting to point
: em in|trument in an area where there's no significant :
geographi+ feat_es to identify?
+., +
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_ POGUE I think that would be very useful.
CARR It _.eemsto me th&t you'd really have to widen the
_. beam and use io_ of power.
_! _ QUERY Widening the beam will not help.
_ POGUE You mean they would have the ability to trac_-you a_
' _:; you came over?
,il],-. O.UF_,'Y Yes, they would have the abIlit_ to track you. We ha_
_: ] no trouble tracking; in fact, we sa_ you during the day.ii
!_ I GIBSON How far out cou3d you follow us?
g
_. QUERY That depended on the Sun angle, the pass, end the time of
_,. day. 'Je'd follow you, essentially, to the horlzon.
_, CARR I'm reluctaL_ to say that the lasez,beam woul_ be handy
for us to sight on the ground because we Just s_i_i _ _t
it was very important to locate it by using the geographical
; _. _ cues. You're now asking il e coulrllocate it witho._t
-':'_ geographical cues. Y think we've _ir_ady shown that
li I we probably could not _,less we have something like a
_ 4- or _- degree field of view, which would give us _omething
_. like a 9_-percent prob_._ 'ity of having the laser in
i the field of view.
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;lYJSO_ Or if the ground called up a horizon location for a given
moment and the c_ had some angle relative to the
flight path, he could locate th_ laser from an orbiting
spacecraft. If the laser beam we:,- ....gh powered, flashing,
and green, it might be visible.
CAR_ B_sed c_ our method, that is, looking out the window at the
general area with a naked eyeball or a pair of binoculars, _,
the answer is no.
P'_UE If you had a beacon aimed at the spacecraft which was
continually on so that it was visible at 50 degrees forward _"
track and the spacecraft had s_ne specified times to
watch for it, I think that system could oe use i to an
advantage. This would be true particularly in _earching for _
something like the Rio @rande Reservoir in Colorado where
the surface is white on white_ the mountains are snow
covered and the lakes are snow covered.
_ON I guess you have to be careful how you word that question.
Assuming it's better than zero, it's a question of
vhether you then are going to narrow it down for us _._
tell us' the general location, sa_: ._ or 10 degrees. Of
course, the more defined that location, the higher the i
probability we' 11 oee it.
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POCAFE X could see tremendous potential for this system in the
I ground truth sighting, for instance, and where you are _
trying to pick up a specific area of vegetation. Beacons
could be positioned, sighted, the ground notified o: the
• sighting, and then the beg_ turned off to avoid polluting
the tracking d_ta. ._ ,
I CARR Yes. If that zort of thing were available where you had ,i
optics to look through and gimbals to set and a time along
I the track to work, it should work well.
|
_ GIBSON What would be the future applications?
i QUERY Our thinking was that the beacon would, when you were
doing fairly high resolutions in spectrometry, similar ?
_i to those you did with the 8191, give you the capability >
_'i_I to locate precisely a very unique area for the agricultural .
__ I investigations in the Earth resources program. ,
_ POGUE Yes, an example of that would be the insect infestation _i
? I in Oregon that they wanted us to photograph? Ho_ portable i
• is that equipment? i
QUERY It's very portable, unlike the piece of equipment we
_'_; I have been using.
l POGUE The tracking equipment, too?
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QUERY Yes. We already have three mobile laser sytems in the "'
field.
POGUE I was flying the alrplar,e while Jerry was tracking some :
sites around Phoenix. I couldn't see how he was going to
.
distinguish Fome of those fields.
QUERY The laser beacon would also be a very good source of
calibrated energy at the target area. Some of the
S191 people were interested in the possibility of
calibrating the Earth's atmosphere with it. They've had
to use the onboard spectrometer for determining atmos-
pheric activity, but that involved a great deal of
guesswork.
CARR Used with a VTS type of system with reasonably good
optics and a good tracking system at both ends, it
would seem to be very feasible.
9_I_Y The other application would be to build an auto track
to beacon on the ground. You can lockup on the horizon,
for instance, and Just let the instrument track it inde-
pendent of the spacecraft's movement.
FOGUE The windows in the sensors are such that the beacon could
be located between two sensors in a spectrum wit no prob-
' lems as far as data gathering is concerned.
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II QUERY The various colors that we put up were put up with a dial
i ' laser, which was continuously tunable over a huge range.
I In the case where we were going to operate with _TS,
were planning to put a very narrow spectral line midway
between two of the channels in'the multlspectral scanner.
This would also provide a method of spatial calibratioa, ;.
Some of the applicatioms we were attempting to at least
_ I evaluate on this mission were equipment calibrations.
: I CARR You could certainly improve your data with something likethat. Being able to calibrate on a target would be terriflc.
I POGUE And if you had a pure laser signal, you could sample that?.
!! I at the spacecraft for atmospheric continuation. You could
_ calibrate your atmosphere at the same time and take that
I out of the data that you were getting from the true sites.
_' I QUERY We were going to attempt to evaluate that application.
_ When you see green in the beacon itself, we're actually
i_: I putting out about seven different spectral lines at that
!i?
GIBSON Is that right?
!i,I
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QUERY Yes. Well, I shouldn't say that. In one case we were
emitting a single green line at 51_5 But the laser has the
capability of putting out a blue-green line which is made
up of seven different spectral lines.
GIBSON Did you actually use polychromatics?
_SERY I think toward the end, the last couple of times, we had
scheduled a polychromatic pass but, we did not have time
to get it in. We would like to have done that with the
spectrometer. It would have been a nice way to get some
calibration data on the spectrometer's operation, because
you could have measured the spectral band width. It's
a very good calibration on the spectrometer because the
lines are very narrow, l/lO0 of an angstrom. We monitor the
power in each line, we know the energy density of the
spacecraft quite accurately, and we know the divergence.
We measure the energy distribution in the bemm in the
ground.
QUERY I thin_ that completes our agenda for today unless some-
bod_ has an item that we overlooked. Tomorrow morning
we're scheduled to start the CSM systems; then tomorrow
afternoon we'll start plowing _hrough the workshop systems.
_ARR Were you able to make any adJustmente_ on this APCS?
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